
MINDS@UW (Multidisciplinary Institutional Network for Data and Scholarship) exists to provide 
long-term preservation and access to the digital materials created at the University of 
Wisconsin. This document goes over best practices for preparing your files for uploading to 
MINDS@UW, but these also serve as general recommendations whenever managing and 
working with digital files. For more information on our deposit policies or how to upload, please 
see our MINDS Deposit Policies and MINDS Guide to Depositing Your Work documents.  
 
Data Types and File Formats 
The information in this table goes over the types of data that are acceptable for upload into 
MINDS@UW, and the file formats that we recommend they be submitted in. MINDS@UW is 
intended to accept submissions of final versions of files, not working files.  
 
The recommended formats that are listed here are open-source, when possible, and widely 
used. We encourage faculty, staff, and students to use these formats whenever possible.  
 
The acceptable formats that are listed for each data type are often widely used, but may be 
proprietary and require specific software to be able to access. This can make it more difficult to 
share files, as software updates often cause files created in prior versions of the software to 
become obsolete.  
 

Type of data Preferred Formats Acceptable Formats 

Publications and Scholarly 
Documents 

- PDF/UA, PDF/A, PDF 
(.pdf) 

- PDF (.pdf) 

Documentation and scripts - Rich text Format (.rtf) 
- PDF/UA, PDF/A, PDF 

(.pdf) 
- HTML (.xhtml, .htm) 
- OpenDocument Text 

(.odt) 
 

- Plain text (.txt) 
- Widely-used formats: 

MS Word (.doc, docx), 
MS Excel (.xls, xlsx) 

- XML-marked-up text 
(.xml) according to an 
appropriate DTD or 
schema (e.g., XHTML 
1.0) 

Textual data - Rich Text Format (.rtf) 
- Plain text, ASCII (.txt) 
- eXtensible Markup 

Language (.xml) text 
according to an 
appropriate schema 

- Hypertext Markup 
Language (HTML) 

- Widely-used formats: 
MS Word (.doc, .docx) 

- Software-specific 
formats: NUD*IST, 
NVivo, ATLAS.ti 

Tabular data with minimal 
metadata 

- Comma-separated 
values (.csv) 

- Delimited text (.txt) 
with characters not 



- Column headings, 
variable names 

- Tab-delimited tile 
(.tab) 

- Delimited text with 
SQL data definition 
statements 

present in data used 
as delimiters 

- Widely-used formats: 
MS Excel (.xls/xlsx), 
MS Access 
(.mdb/accdb), dBase 
(.dbf), OpenDocument 
Spreadsheet (.ods) 

 

Audio data - Waveform Audio 
Format (.wav) 

- MPEG-1 Audio Layer 
3 (.mp3) if original 
created in this format 

- Audio Interchange 
File Format (.aif) 

- Free Lossless Audio 
Codec (FLAC, .flac) 

Video data - MPEG-4 (.mp4) 
- OGG video (.ogv, 

.ogg) 
 

- AVCHD video (avchd) 
- AVI (.avi) 
- MOV (.mov) 

Tabular data with extensive 
metadata 

- Variable labels, code 
labels, defined missing 
values 

- SPSS portable format 
(.por) 

- Delimited text and 
command file (SPSS, 
Stata, SAS, etc.) 

- Structured text or 
mark-up file of 
metadata information 
(DDI in an XML file) 

- Proprietary formats of 
statistical packages: 
SPSS (.sav), Stata 
(.dta), MS Access 
(.mdb/.accdb) 

Geospatial data 
- vector and raster data 

- ESRI Shapefile (.shp, 
.shx, .dbf, .prj, .sbx, 
.sbn) 

- Geo-referenced TIFF 
(.tif, .tfw) 

- CAD data (.dwg) 
- Tabular GIS attribute 

data 
- Geography Markup 

Language (.gml) 
 

- ESRI Geodatabase 
format (.mdb) 

- MapInfo Interchange 
Format (.mif) for 
vector data 

- Keyhole Markup 
Language (.kml) 

- Adobe Illustrator (.ai), 
CAD data (.dxf or 
.svg) 

- Binary formats of GIS 
and CAD packages 

Image data - TIFF 6.0 - JPEG (.jpeg, jpg, jp2) 



uncompressed (.tif) if original created in 
this format 

- GIF (.gif) 
- TIFF other versions 

(.tif, .tiff) 
- RAW image format 

(.raw) 
- Photoshop files (.psd) 
- BMP (.bmp) 
- PNG (.png) 
- Adobe Portable 

Document Format 
(PDF/A, .pdf) 

 
File Naming  
The following issues commonly cause problems when downloading files, using files with certain 
programming languages or software, and working with files in command line. These common 
issues with file naming can cause files to become corrupted when downloaded from a repository 
or make them impossible to upload in the first place. By following these guidelines, your files will 
be ready for deposit and eventual access by other MINDS@UW users: 

- Avoid long file names, typically under 35 characters 
- Avoid using special characters in file names: ! @ # $ % ^ & * ,  ( ) ‘ { } [ ] < > / ? “ ‘ 

- All of these characters can cause files to become corrupted or unable to be 
opened 

- File names should not include spaces 
- Instead of spaces, use 

- Underscores: file_name.xxx 
- Dashes: file-name.xxx 
- No separation: filename.xxx 
- Camel case: FileName.xxx 

 
For more information about file naming and practices in general see the Research Data 
Services website.  
 
 
Including Metadata and Documentation With Submitted Files 

- Include documentation about your data with any files that you are submitting to describe 
any processes or practices for cleaning, analyzing, and otherwise working with your data 
so that it can be easily understood by others who wish to access it.  

- Data documentation can be in the form of: 
- README 

- READMEs should be in a plain text file and  include the following: 

https://researchdata.wisc.edu/
https://researchdata.wisc.edu/


- Names and contact information for the people associated with a 
project 

- Funding sources or institutional support 
- A list of files and folders, description of their contents, and how to 

use the files 
- Everything uploaded to MINDS@UW should be accounted 

for in the manifest/list 
- Processes, analyses, or other important information about using 

the data 
- Any limitations of the data or the project 
- Copyright and licensing information 
- Citations for the dataset and any associated outputs, such as 

articles and conference presentations 
- Cornell’s Research Data Management Service has a helpful guide 

for using READMEs as a form of data documentation, and offers a 
template for creating a README 

- Data dictionary  
- Most commonly used for tabular data or when creating a database 
- Information to include: 

- Field or attribute names 
- Variable names and descriptions 
- Information about the data type for each variable or attribute 

- A helpful resource for creating a data dictionary is the Open Science 
Framework (OSF)’s How to Create a Data Dictionary 

- Codebook 
- Provide key information about codes being applied for analysis, such as 

what they describe in your dataset 
- Codebooks can be used for both qualitative and quantitative data 

- Metadata file 
- Select a metadata schema that is common in your field or for the type of 

data that you are working with 
- For example, some common metadata standards are Dublin Core 

and DDI (Data Documentation Initiative) 
- Use standards when possible, but if you have created your own 

standards please ensure that is stated and well described 
- The file format for embedded metadata should be in a human readable, 

machine parsable format such as XML, YAML, etc.  
 
Intellectual Property Rights 
In order for MINDS@UW to reproduce, translate, and globally distribute your materials, 
you must agree to the terms of our standard non-exclusive distribution license. It asks you to 
verify that you hold the rights to the work (or have secured the appropriate permission from the 
rights holder). It is important that you understand your intellectual property rights, UW policy, 

https://data.research.cornell.edu/content/readme
https://data.research.cornell.edu/content/readme
https://help.osf.io/hc/en-us/articles/360019739054-How-to-Make-a-Data-Dictionary
https://research.wisc.edu/intellectual-property/


and your publishing agreements when depositing to MINDS@UW, or any other open access 
repository. 

- Register for an ORCID and use it when uploading 
- Think through the appropriate information to include in the metadata fields during 

deposit and make sure to include all authors, publishers, and identifiers 
- If you have previously published your materials, check your publishing agreement 

and review its terms 
- If you are depositing on someone else’s behalf, make sure the rights holder has 

completed the third party Proxy Authorization Form.  
- Determine which licenses you want to apply and reach out to the MINDS 

repository librarian for assistance.  

https://orcid.org/

